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DOWN WITH THE 
MEGA CVB!

Indiana Dunes 
Tourism

Indiana Dunes Tourism is opposed to a proposed merger that would create a “mega CVB (Convention and 
Visitor Bureau)” of Porter, Lake and La Porte Counties. La Porte County CVB joins Indiana Dunes Tourism in 
opposition to a merger with Lake County CVB.

In this brochure, we’ve deconstructed four statements issued by Lake County CVB to show why a merger—
while beneficial to Lake County—would be detrimental to the economic health of Porter County and the 
entire region of Northern Indiana

STATEMENT 4: 

“Building a 
convention 
center will 
attract more 
tourists and 
benefit all of 
our counties.”

In 2007, North America had 85.9 million 
square feet of convention space available 
per day and 31.4 billion square feet 
available for the year. Only 16.47% of that 
space was used during the entire year. 
(8)

An overbuilt market for convention 
space has existed for much of the 
decade. In 2011, Governing—Connecting 
America’s Leaders wrote:  “The national 
supply of convention exhibit space has 
increased by more than 70 percent 
over the last 20 years, but the past 
decade hasn’t been kind…attendance at 
conventions, trade and consumer shows 
decreased from 126 million in 2000 to 86 
million in 2010.” (9)

For a facility to be successful, it 
cannot be dependent on one usage. It 
must have multiple usages going on 
simultaneously. And—because of the 
aforementioned concerns with potential 
oversupply in areas like the convention 
market and sports market—none would 
proceed without due diligence through 
planning and feasibility studies. 

We must also be mindful of the extent, 
or lack thereof, to which a convention 
center in one county would benefit 
other counties. In many instances, 
ONLY the city where the convention 
center is located gets the majority of 
the spending by attendees utilizing the 
convention space. (9)

Before Lake County CVB can even 
discuss building a convention center, 
an objective feasibility study must be 
conducted. In June 2007, the Lake County 
CVB Board of Directors unanimously 
adopted a resolution to seek proposals 
that would provide officials with the 
information, metrics and economic 
analysis needed to further advocate the 
convention center. (10)

Did this study get completed? If yes, 
where is it and what did it say? If no, then 
why not (especially since this is the first 
critical step in moving this idea forward)?

Note that Porter County, which is seeking 
to enhance and expand the use of the 
Porter County Expo Center in Valparaiso, 
will be conducting a feasibility study to 
determine what can be supported at this 
facility, and what will yield the greatest 
return on investment. Among the concepts 
that could be included are an indoor/ 
outdoor amphitheater, a multi-use arena, 
an exhibition center, a conference center, 
a large public park, a public market, a 
recreational vehicle park, athletic fields, 
and animal-related amenities like stables, 
staging areas and outdoor arenas. 

Each of these possibilities would con-
stitute an enhancement to an already-
successful facility.  We want to bring 
further success of the Expo Center, but 
only by investing in opportunities that will 
be successful and will have a good return.

Indiana Dunes Tourism is working hard to increase Porter County’s economic vitality 
through travel and tourism. We are achieving this economic growth through thoughtful 
planning, development, marketing and positive regional partnerships and collaborations. 

Please help us in our efforts to keep Indiana Dunes Country and the Indiana Dunes as its 
own strong, established, separate and proven brand.

Information in this document taken from: 
1 - “Porter County Destination Audit and Product Positioning Analysis.” 
By Nichols Tourism Group. April 2005. 
2 - “Independence Versus Consolidation POV: Potential Elimination of La 
Porte & Porter (IN) County CVBs.” By Roger Brooks, CEO, Destination 
Development International 
3 - “Maximizing Visitor Industry Opportunities – “Structural Consider-
ations.” By Mitch Nichols, Nichols Tourism Group 
4 - “A Competitive Assessment of Regional DMOs in Indiana and the 
United States.” By Purdue University’s Office of Professional Develop-
ment and College of Consumer and Family Sciences. 2008. 
5 - “Economic Impact of Porter County’s Tourism and Travel Industry - 

2007 and 2009.” Prepared by Certec, Inc. August 2010. 
6 - “NITDC Regional Sports Initiative Workshop.” Presented by Don 
Schumacher, Director of the National Associations of Sports Commis-
sions. November 2009. 
7 - Smith Travel Research monthly STAR reports for 2010 and 2011. 
8 -  “Convention Centers: Is the Industry Overbuilt? 2008 Update.” By 
Hans Detlefsen and Nina Vetter 
9 -  “Space Available: The Realities of Convention Centers as Economic 
Development Strategy.” By Heywood Sanders for the Metropolitan Policy 
Program - The Brookings Institution. 
10 - “Lake County Convention Center Idea Pushed.” TIMES Newspaper. 
Written by Martin Zabell, TIMES Correspondent. Saturday, June 30, 2007.

(Excerpt from handout)

DOWN WITH THE MEGA CVB!
Indiana Dunes Tourism is opposed to a proposed merger 
that would create a “mega CVB (Convention and Visitor 
Bureau)” of Porter, Lake, and La Porte Counties. La Porte 
County CVB joins Indiana Dunes Tourism in opposition to 
a merger with Lake County CVB.

In this brochure, we’ve deconstructed four statements 
issued by Lake County CVB to show why a merger—
while beneficial to Lake County—would be detrimental 
to the economic health of Porter County and the
entire region of Northern Indiana.

STATEMENT 1:
“One large CVB means we will have more combined power 
to brand our region as a single destination.”

Lake County is an urban, industrial, casino-and-sports-based 
destination. Porter County is a nature-based destination 
with a rural, quaint community feel with one of the
strongest recognized brands in the Midwest. (1) 
Creating one mega CVB to represent our very different destinations would dilute our powerful brand image
and identity of “The Indiana Dunes—Nature’s Masterpiece.”

Time and time again, it has been proven that the larger the CVB, the less attention is given to smaller
communities—while individual county CVBs are better able to respond to the needs of their own county and 
residents. National travel and tourism experts believe that the best approach is to allow CVBs to maintain their
individuality while giving them tools to join together regional marketing efforts. (2, 3)

That’s why, for 21 years, Indiana Dunes Tourism has been part of one of the nation’s most successful regional
alliances: the Northern Indiana Tourism Development Commission (NITDC). This partnership has been cited by
Purdue University as “one of the premier travel and marketing cooperatives in America.” (4)

The NITDC allows Indiana Dunes Tourism, along with our six neighboring CVBs to the east, to market our own
unique destinations—like the Indiana Dunes, Amish Country, and Notre Dame Country—while pooling our 
resources to have a regional website and to cooperatively purchase advertising throughout the Midwest that 
no county could afford individually. 

Combining forces allows us to brand Northern Indiana as a regional destination while still maintaining our 
individual counties’ brands— truly, the best of both worlds. (2, 3)

(cont.)
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(cont.)

Interestingly, Lake County CVB is the only county in our region that elected to remove itself from NITDC
to instead pursue a hostile takeover that would fracture, not grow, NITDC’s regional marketing efforts.
Lake County CVB talks about the importance of regionalism, but chose to stop practicing regionalism with
the NITDC partners.

In today’s business climate, destinations and the CVBs that represent them can succeed only through 
specialization, unique products, and proven experience. Creating a mega CVB and replacing our individual 
brands would make our product less unique and our region more generic and less competitive. (2)

The main incentive to create a mega CVB is to increase revenues and power for a single organization. (3) And 
how would revenues be spent by creating a mega CVB in our area? By building and promoting a convention
center in Lake County?

STATEMENT 2:
“Our region should be marketed as a sports destination.”

Porter County’s primary market is leisure (80% of our market share). Our secondary markets are business,
groups and conventions travel (16%), and sports travel (4%). The leisure market is clearly our bread-and-butter
market—meaning, the Indiana Dunes drives visitation to our county. (5)

According to Don Schumacher, who managed the National Association of Sports Commissions until 2010, the 
amateur sports market is merely a niche market for the majority of destinations, including Porter County. (6) 

When business and leisure travel declines, sports tourism cannot make up the difference in these large 
markets. Although sports travel is a valuable niche market, a destination like Indiana Dunes Country cannot 
afford to lose sight of its primary market. (6)

In order for a destination to compete effectively in the sports market, it has to have the product and the 
availability of that product. Indiana Dunes Tourism completed a sports facility inventory survey to determine 
our overall number of facilities, the sports they support, and their availability. Based on this assessment, Porter 
County lacks both the product and the availability to successfully and consistently compete in the sports 
market arena. We do, however, support efforts to grow the supply of fields and sports facilities in 
Porter County when feasible.



Indiana Dunes Tourism
Business Appreciation CD

Packaging Copy

We hope you enjoy the enclosed DVD
created especially for you by Indiana Dunes Tourism.

The best part of our day
is working with great people like you. 



(Copy excerpts)

Wouldn’t it feel good to...
...wrap her gift in a way that reflects her style 

(and a little of yours, too)?
...get it ready in a couple of minutes— 

without it looking rushed?
...pick up all the stuff you need 

at new prices so low you’ll
have enough change for a latté?
Hallmark Gold Crown® helps you

put the finishing touch on any gift.

Wrap Tip!
Attach an extra mini-gift. A balloon or two.

A few bags of herbal tea. 
Even a packet of pain reliever.

(Because the party’s got to end sometime.)

Bring color to the party.
New designs. Bright colors. 

Our easy-to-customize gift bags and festive wraps
help your gift put on its party best.

And our new lower prices will bring some nice color to your wallet.
(Hope you like green.)

Hallmark
Gift Wrap Catalog



The Amazing Marketing Megaphone
Not a toy, but a real marketing device! (Batteries included.)
Don’t let your messages go unheard. 

The Amazing Marketing Megaphone
Use it to communicate with consumers, co-workers, agency types, and those “artsy” creative directors
who dress all in black—anywhere you want your message to be communicated loudly and with 
electronically enhanced authority!

The #1 communication tool among pretend firemen, grade school hall monitors, and that obnoxious guy 
that always sits behind you at the game. 

Special Features:
 ● Carrying strap can be used to lasso consumers.
 ● Loud enough to wake the dead—an untapped demographic!
 ● Annoying feedback whistle keeps their attention when your message won’t. 
 ● Convenient siren lets you know when consumers are defecting. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
If The Amazing Marketing Megaphone doesn’t bring you immediate marketing results (or at least a few 
nasty looks from co-workers), call 1-800-xxx-xxxx. 
Ask for the better ideas department. 

The Amazing Marketing Megaphone is a product of Last Ditch Efforts, Inc. Tongueincheek, Idaho. 

Hallmark Loyalty
Limited Edition Direct Mail Piece for High Value Prospects



OFFICIAL X-RAY RESULTS
Seek Immediate Treatment If Checked

Present condition:
Patient presents a protracted crossing of the second and third 
phalanges and metacarples of the right hand, resulting from 
prolonged wishing and hoping for measurable marketing results. 
General appearance upon admission is marked by anxiety, 
nervousness, and unexplained repetition of the question, 
“who moved my cheese?”

Patient complaints
x Tenderness around acquisition
x Aggravated assimilation
x Spasmodic retention
x Bruised service recovery

Previous treatments
x Rabbit’s foot
x Horseshoe
x Nickels tossed in fountain

Recurring symptoms
x Finger pointing
x Nail biting
x Teeth grinding
x Hair raising
x Tongue lashing

What hope is left?
   Fervent
   Faint
x Glimmer
   Ray of 
   False

Hallmark Loyalty
Prospecting Direct Mail Piece



Quest Diagnostics
Specialty Direct Mail Piece to Cut Through Clutter

Avoiding health screenings
is not the best wellness plan!

THIS is the BEST
wellness plan!

Blueprint for Wellness
Good for the company.
Good for employees.

Good for you. 



Saint Yared
Health and Wellness Investor Proposal

(Excerpt from proposal) 

Executive Summary
The international community is increasingly recognizing that higher education is an essential component of 
social progress and economic growth, but sustainability is of central concern to all parties.

The purposes of this project, designed and operated by Ethiopians, are to educate Ethiopian healthcare 
students in accredited western medicine and nursing in a local center of healthcare excellence, and to 
create a center of healthcare excellence run by and for Ethiopians in Addis Ababa over the first three years 
(Phase I) of the project.

During this initial phase, research data will be collected, analyzed, and utilized to track progress toward 
specific and measurable goals and to improve programmatic practices and outcomes.

In Phase II of the project (years 4-6), project principals will engage in the dissemination of techniques 
found to be successful, and the project will be replicated in additional areas of Ethiopia and throughout the 
continent of Africa in which healthcare is currently unavailable.

Research to examine the ideological framework, adherence to stakeholder needs as assessed, and 
practical outcomes of program development will run as a thread throughout the entire project. In addition, 
development aid from governmental, foundation, and corporate entities in both Africa and the west will be 
aggressively pursued.

This project will be sustainable over time through open market and competitive programmatic income, 
and will be mutually beneficial to both Saint Yared and the participating western institutions from which 
education and preceptorship will be purchased.



Mother and Child Health Coalition
Brand Style Guide

(Excerpt from style guide)

INTRODUCTION
We have four objectives with the MCHC Brand Style Guide:
 • Explain why branding is important to nonprofit organizations.
 • Define the Mother and Child Health Coalition brand.
 • Give creative and tactical guidelines so the organization’s 
    marketing and other communications can present a 
    consistent brand experience and be more emotionally 
    relevant to our audience.
 • Provide tips on how to use the brand guidelines to create 
    effective communications.

21ST CENTURY TRENDS
 • Over the last five years, a new generation of philanthropists has developed who feel a strong need 
    to be emotionally connected to the causes they support.
 • During that same time period, research shows that charitable organizations—especially health-
    related causes—have lost more donors and attracted fewer new supporters than they have 
    in years past.
 • The 24-hour-a-day information network makes it possible for people to be constantly plugged in 
    to what’s going on around the world—creating highly sophisticated consumers who gladly take their  
    money elsewhere if their emotional needs aren’t met.
 • With thousands of marketers competing for consumers’ time and money, the most successful 
    brands of the future will be those that understand consumers’ emotional needs and demonstrate 
    that fact at every encounter.

THE NEED FOR A STRONG BRAND
Most nonprofit organizations don’t think of themselves as brands and don’t recognize the need to 
communicate in a branded way.

But at a time when the average American is exposed to 3,000 marketing messages each day, it’s more 
important than ever for nonprofits to create well-positioned, emotionally relevant brands that cut through 
the marketing clutter. 

That’s why Mother and Child Health Coalition has undertaken this branding project—so we’re not only 
better positioned to meet the emotional needs of our various audiences but also better able to demonstrate 
our understanding of them in every marketing communication we create.

We believe this will be a major step in helping us fulfil our mission of healthy familes and healthy communities.

Brand Style Guide

2008



Hallmark Business Greetings
Small Business/Big Sender Custom Printing Brochure

FRONT

Headline:
Build Business Relationships During the Holidays by Adding a Personal Touch—It’s Easy!

Copy:
You know that the best way to build a business relationship is through personal attention. That can take lots of 
time and extensive resources. Let us help!

We offer a wide selection of greeting cards, invitations, and announcements—exclusively designed for business 
sending.  Choose from an impressive array of distinctive designs and messages to fit every situation or 
occasion—whether it be holiday sending, birthday greetings, thank you, or congratulatory wishes.

Personalizing your cards and announcements is a great way to stay in touch and let prospective and current 
customers, business associates, or employees know you appreciate and care about them. Our business 
greeting service ensures that every card you send has a personal touch—right down to your signature or a 
genuine handwritten message. We can even help you keep your company or organization top of mind by 
adding your logo or a photo. (See the enclosed greeting card as an example.) Finally, we can handle all the 
details—including addressing, adding postage, and even mailing!

It’s our expertise. Greeting cards are our specialty. Let us provide you with the satisfaction that comes with 
keeping in touch with valued customers in a personal, professional way.

Bottom banner:
Call or come by today—our knowledgeable associates will be happy to assist you.

BACK:

Headline:
Frequently Asked Questions About Hallmark Business Greetings

Copy:
1.  How can I customize the inside of my cards?
 You can add a personal closing of up to four lines (40 characters per line) and a full color logo 
 (or signature). We use high-resolution digital presses to imprint your logo so it will be printed 
 in full color.

2.  I want to add a logo inside my cards—what do I need to provide?
 - We will need a JPEG file that is at least 150 pixels per inch resolution. Logo images that look good 
 on your computer screen may not look good when they are printed. Test the file by printing it 
 yourself—if the logo looks fuzzy or you see jagged edges where it should have smooth lines, you should 
 try a higher resolution file.

(cont.)



Hallmark Business Greetings
Small Business/Big Sender Custom Printing Brochure

(cont.)

 - Your logo will print better if you provide a file that is slightly taller than what will print on the cards—
    be sure to provide a logo that is at least two inches tall (we’ll resize it to fit your cards).
 - Be careful not to include too much white space around your logo—it will make your logo appear 
    smaller on the finished cards.
 - Remember that any areas within your logo that are white will not be printed—they will be the same 
    color as the paper stock of the cards you chose. If you choose a card that is printed on a cream-
    colored stock, white areas in your logo will appear cream-colored on your cards.

3.  Will I be able to see proof of my cards before you print them?
 Yes, we will provide a PDF proof that shows you exactly what will be printed inside your cards.

4.  How long will it take to get my cards?
 Orders typically ship within three business days via ground shipping so you should receive them 
 within 7-10 days of placing your order. Expedited shipping is available (at an additional charge) 
 if you need them sooner.

5.  Will you print my return address on my envelopes?
 Return address imprinting is included with your personalization fee. We print your return address 
 in the upper left corner of the front of your envelopes.  

Footer:
We also provide a large selection of business appropriate greeting solutions from William Arthur. Please ask an 
associate for complete details.

OFFER

Special offer
Free imprinting (up to four lines) on all Hallmark Business Greetings orders purchased before 10/31/06.



Hallmark Cards
Holiday Direct Mail Brochure

(Excerpt from brochure)

One-of-a-kind Wishes
For certain people you want a card that’s exclusive. Unique. 
A little extra special. Hallmark Gold Crown has all that and more.
Delight friends and family with just-right cards featuring lights, 
favorite carols, and hand-stitched touches.

 new Sound and Light Holiday cards
 Silver bells and twinkling stars. 
 Greetings they’ll open over and over again.

 new Say It With Music™ Holiday cards
 Holiday favorites performed by artists you know.
 Use music to get everyone on your list singing.

Add a Little Dazzle
Stunningly wrapped gifts for everyone on your list? Why not? 
Now’s the time to find the best Hallmark gift wrap selection—
with unique designs and bold colors that’ll make your presents 
look like they’re straight from Santa’s workshop. 


